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store,Â .Q: Vectorization of matrix array inputs to a function in MATLAB I have a
large sparse matrix A and a vector with desired indices i to perform n-fold cross
validation. My idea is to vectorize this vector, like: %lets the original matrix be p
A = sparse(p(1), p(2), p(3)... p(N)) %lets the vector being used be i i=1:n %lets

the number of folds be n n=10 %define the function function [C, num] =
validate_model(i, nfold, A) %validate a model - for each vector i, run cross

validation k times C = zeros(size(A,2), nfold); for k = 1:nfold for j = 1:size(i,2)
index = find(A == i(j)); C(:,k) = mean(A(index,:)); end end end At the moment,

the function requires n-fold cross validation on each A(:,i), which defeats the
purpose of vectorization. Is there a way to do it without for loops? A: Assuming

that A is already the sparse matrix that you want and you want to make n
different vectors, you can apply the sparse function to each vector. A =

sparse(p(1), p(2), p(3)... p(N)); [nfold, ~] = ndgrid(1:10,1:N); for k = 1:nfold idx =
find(sparse(A) == i); C(:,k) = mean(A(idx,:)); end Where p is a vector of indices
and i is the vector of indices you want to compute over. News Electric, hybrid

vehicle growth forecasts weaken The world's top automakers have come out with
decreased estimates for annual electric vehicle sales, and analysts and

consultants say financial worries are contributing to the slowdown. Worldwide,
the industry forecast for overall EV sales for
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